WHY ASCENT+ ?
ASCENT+ will address emerging research
challenges in Nanoelectronics and enable a
smooth consistent transi on of the European
industry to a new era.
ASCENT+ oﬀers an unparalleled opportunity
to users, empowering them to respond to
new problems and to advance knowledge
and technology through genera ng novel
results and nurturing talent in their own labs.
European and global foresight studies have
indicated that the next era is driven by the
need to achieve:
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ASCENT+ opens the doors to the world’s most
advanced nanoelectronics infrastructures
in Europe
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(i) quantum advantage using solid-state
pla orms
(ii) low-power, energy-eﬃcient, highperformance compu ng based on disrup ve
devices

ASCENT+ serves as the direct entry point to a
European
Nanoelectronics
Research
Infrastructure of global scale oﬀering access to
key enabling capabili es in state-of-the-art
processing, modelling and simula on data sets,
metrology and characterisa on, and devices and
test structures.

(iii) increased func onality through advanced
integra on of a diverse range of materials
and innova ve technologies.
ASCENT+ will enable and s mulate its user
community to bridge the gap between
scien ﬁc explora on and development of
proof-of-concept technologies to accelerate
innova on pathﬁnding.
ASCENT+ presents a unique opportunity at a
pivotal me where tradi onal scaling is
coming to an end.
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European Research Infrastructure for Nanoelectronics
ASCENT+ PROVIDES

ASCENT+ PROVIDES

Fast and easy access to the world’s most
advanced nanoelectronics technologies
and infrastructure for More Moore, Morethan-Moore and beyond CMOS

Opportunity to share best scien ﬁc and
technological prac ces, form a knowledge
–innova on hub, train new researchers and
establish a nanoelectronics research network

Access to state-of-the-art processing, modelling and simula on data sets, metrology
and characterisa on, test devices and chips

Access open to all researchers in universies, research centres, SMEs and large enterprises

